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ABSTRACT 
The work-study team concept has evolved from a 

Teacher Corps grant to Stanford School of Education and Herbert 
Hoover Junior High School, San Jose, California, and represents the
basic vehicle of the project for collaboration between the university 
and school in providing more effective inservice education, school 

 improvement, and field-based research. Eight work-study teams were 
 organized: four concerned With the subject areas of mathematics, 
language arts, social studies, and physical education; four 
"innovation teams" dealt with multicultural education, bilingual 
education, teaching in open space, and community involvement. Four of 
the teams were relatively successful, two remained functioning 
through the year, and two effectively disbanded before the end of the 
year for lack of support or interest. Two of the more serious 
difficulties were goal definition, and trust and leadership. Positive 
experience suggested that collaboration is possible if: (1) decisions 
affecting the school community are made by the school-staff team 
members; (2) time is invested in developing good team relations; (3) 
team members are willing to assume new roles; and (4) concrete, 
immediate problems provide the initial focus for collaboration. 
Limitations of the concept involve (1) the length of time needed to 
develop trust and credibility, (2) individual differences in team

 member capacities for dealing with competing goals, (3) the 
capability for stimulating unperceived staff development needs, and 
(4) practical limitations involving participant involvement, 
incentives, physical distances, scheduling etc. Guidelines for 
determining the need for and organizing effective teams and for 
ensuring their continuing effectiveness have been appended. (MB) 
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Introductory Statement 

The mission of the Stanford Center for Research and Development 
in Teaching is to improve teaching in American schools. Current major 
operations include three research and development programs - Teaching 
Effectiveness, The Environment for Teaching, ancf Teaching and Linguistic 
Pluralism and two programs combining research and technical assistance, 
the Stanford Urban/Rural Leadership Training Institute and the Hoover/ 
Stanford Teacher Corps Project. A program of exploratory and related 
studies provides for smaller studies that are  not part of the major 
programs. 

This paper describes part of the work of the Hoover/Stanford 
Teacher Corps Project. 
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THE WORK-STUDY TEAM: A MODEL FOR COLLABORATION 

BETWEEN SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY 

Hilma Hagberg, Patricia; Fitzgerald, Barbara McFarren, 
Robert Nolan, Barbara Pence, Susan Roper, 

Clara Schneider, Decker Walker 

The school and university have fommon interests in school' improve-

raent; in-service education, and field-based research. That both insti- 

tuti9ns direct their work toward school improvement is shown by the 

cpntinuing.efforts' within \he schools to develop and put into practice 

curricular revisions, and innovative methods and materials, and by the 

university's efforts to expand educational theory and technical knowl 

edge. In-service education for practicing teachers is offered by the 

.schools through workshops, demonstrations, and specialists' services,

and by the university through courses, credential programs, and advanced 

degree programs. Both institutions have attempted to develop'field or 

classroom-based research that will directly benefit students and 

teachers. 

But though both institutions have .shared these interests, they have 

tended to pursue them independently, frequently duplicating each other's. 

efforts. There has been'little productive collaboration. A possible, 

.explanation for the lack of collaborative, .school-university efforts,

 despite this commonality of interests and goals, may be the remarkable 

lack°of models for such collaboration. Until recently, shared activi 

ties, have consisted chiefly of student-teaching arrangements, experi-

mental'studies, and consultant services. Such "models"'might be termed 

'quasi^collaborative, since they seldom serve the needs and interests of 

the school and the university equally. -'The representatives and inter- 

ests of one-or the other institution frequently dominate'and determine 

the goals, the direction, and the quality of the joint project. 

furthermore, members of one or both groups'qften do'not respect 

the concerns and skills of the other. University consultants' and 



in-s'ervice training programs prepared and conducted by un.'versity 

people may be perceived as and often are irrelevant' to teachers' 

immediate classroom needs-. Teachers see university programs as operat 

ing from a distant, saffe world of researchers and theorists who disclaim 

public school life or - even worse - have never worked in the" public 

schools. By the same token, university people often assume .that public 

school staffs, are not interested in the new information derived from 

research and are content to operate on t'he basis of th'e training'and 

predispositions acquired many years earlier* They criticizeschool 

programs for responding to immediate day-to-day pressures and lacking 

a long-range perspective based on sound educational theory. 

Though these descriptions are stereotypical, there clearly is a 

need to decrease the distance'between the two institutions, to encourage 

the exchange of information and experience between public school and 

'u.niversity, and, most important," to increase the effectiveness of both 

institutions in improving public school education. This 'report describes 

the efforts of one school and one university to develop and implement a 

model for collaboration. 

A two-year grant from the National-Teacher Corps has enabled the

staffs of 'a California junior high school and .the Stanford School of 

Education to undertake a joint project:consisting of (1) the preservice 

training of'four intern teachers, and (2) the development o.f a schoolr 

qniversity collaborative model having as its' goals school improvement, 

the development'of more-effective neans of in-service education, and the 

conduct of relevant field-based research. 

Unique to the second component- o.f the project is the work-study 

team,' which was conceptualized and implemented as the basic vehicle for 

collaboration.' After the first year of project operation (1975-76), it 

is possible to offer a description of the work-study team as a collabo 

rative model: its structure, processes, and possible limitations.



The Structure and Operation of Work-Study Teams 

The primary task of the work-study team 'is to develop and implement. 

solutions to problems at a particular school. Teams may be oriented 

either to specific subject matter or to issues of concern to .teachers of 

several subject areas. 

During the first year of the project, e.ight work-study teams were 

organized: four directly concerned, with the subject" areas o£ mathe 

matics, language arts, social studies, and -physical education; foor, 

termed "innovation teams," concerned with, multicultural, education, 

bilingual education, teaching in open space, and community involvement. 

The teams ranged in size from five to fifteen, members; members were pri 

marily teachers, instructional assistants, school administrators, intern 

teachers, professors, and graduate research assistants. Meetings were 

formally chaired by school staff -members and, on the more smoothly

functioning teams, meeting agendas wer£ prepared and minutes were kept.

Team meetings were scheduled during school hours, from 2:00 'to 3:30 

one afternoon a week. Subject area and innovation teams met alternate 

weeks. School and university staff members typically participated in 

one subject area team and one innovation team. Each work-study team 

controlled its own budget of approximately $1609, and 'used the money in 

a variety of ways: for ERIC searches, consultant services, and cuwicu- 

lar materials development. 

A Model Team 

One of the most successful work-study teams dealt with moving into 

and beaching and learning in an open-space school. The school was 

scheduled to move in the spring of the project year from its old quar 

ters (consisting of self-contained classrooms and temporary buildings) 

to a new open-s'pace building in which English and social studies classes 

would be conducted in one central open section of the building and math 

teachers would share a common area for instruction.' The operation of the 

Open-Space Work-Study Team in dealing with problems associated with this 



move illustrates the main features of the work-study team as a form of 

school-university collaboration in solving..school problems. 

The Open-Space Team set abdut, first of all, to assess what faculty 

members anticipated would be key problems. The anticipated problems 

were organized into four categories: noise and discipline, student move 

ment, use of the media center, and student and parent orientation to the 

open-space school. Limited time and staff maie it essential that, the 

work-study team develop agendas for action based on high.priority needs. 

The university faculty advisor and research assistant'for the Open- 

Space Team.compiled brief summaries of research on open-space schools and 

on the experiences of oth,er teachers and administrators with teaching and 

managing classrooms in open space in each .of the four areas of antici 

pated problems. Th'ey then visited and observed teachers currently working 

in open-space situation and identified, those who could provide useful, 

information about successful practices. Subsequently, the Open-Space

Team reviewed the abstracts, selected from among the most promising 

consultants (who proved to be teachers currently working in open space), 

and, with the help of these practitioner-consultants, conducted in- 

service sessions for the entire school staff. 

Research literature and consultants confirmed the teachers' con- 

cerns. What seemed to be critical for students and teachers in the 

initial stages in the open setting were, for example, the need for uni 

form, at tendance accounting and specific rules for student movement 

between teaching areas. The Open-'Space Team decided that a limited but 

explicit set of rules and procedures for open space ought co be devel 

oped, agreed upon by the entire faculty, and supported by parents, stu 

dents, and administrators. Parent and student input on the tentative 

rules wae sought by means of parent workshops, a special open house, -and 

 presentations on open space in each social studies class. The tentative 

rules were then presented to the faculty; after considerable discussion 

and revision, a list of basic rules was accepted by the entire faculty. 

All of these steps were completed by late November of 1975. 



Because the move into the new building was postponed until 'raid -May 

of 1976, when only four weeks of the school year remained, we could not 

rigorously evaluate either the degree or the effectiveness of the imple 

mentation of tKe rules. Most participants believe, however, that these 

organized and consistent policies helped to promote what was a rather 

smooth -transition to the new building. 

'The Open-Space Work St.udy Teamjs attempts to solve an immediate, 

significant problem illustrates the basic problem-solving approach envisioned

in the concept of the work-study team. The teachers, the univer 

sity personnel, and the entire school staff studied the available infor 

mation- and worked together to define and aolve a pressing problem. Their 

work exemplifies seven key steps in problem solving:, assessing needs, 

defining problems, setting priorities, reviewing related research and 

practitioners' experience in developing solutions, -obtaining support from 

relevant groups, implementing likely solutions, and evaluating the it 
*

effectiveness. 

Some Problems of Collaboration 

The 'collaborative endeavor, during the first trial year was in no 

way rigid or formulistic. Though the process may look neat and system 

atic from a distance, a great deal of .improvisation, judgment, and 

creativity went into it. The interpersonal dynamics found in any prob 

lem-solving group were apparent in the work-study teams. More often than 

not the work-study teams did not consistently oripeacefully .progress 

through the above steps. The functioning of the teams in accomplishing 

their goals ranged from real success to total failure.

To be precise, in four teams members were generally satisfied, 

worked consistently, modified their instructional strategies, and. 

produced tangible results. But even these teams had problems along-the 

way. Goals proved less desirable than expected; the team's successes 

*A more detailed account of the work of the Open-Space Team can be 
found in Roper and Kolan, "Down from the Ivory Tower: A Model of Collabr 
orative In-Service Education," SCRDT Occasional Paper No. 16, Feb. 1977. 



brought it into conflict with other teams; goals were attained earlier 

than expected, leaving the group with no further purpose: 

Two of the remaining four teams held together through the year, 

though their members .were dissatisfied and their attendance at meetings 

inconsistent; in the end. they produced little in the way of measurable 

or tangible products. The other two teams effectively disbanded before 

the end of the year for lack of support or interest, though not before 

planning and proposing new ways their agenda could be addressed next 

year by the surviving teams. Some of the problems'of all four of these 

teams were hidden agenda displacing stated ones; trying to do too many 

things at once; little zeal; failure to agree on goals, agendas, and 

priorities; perfunctory participation; and even some sabotage of group 

efforts by dissident members. 

The fact that four of the teams we're relatively successful seems 

reason enough to continue our experiment with the work-study team as a 

model of collaboration. We learned much during the first project year, a 

year which was planned as,a sort of shake-down to identify and work out 

the nature Of the collaborative relationship. It has become apparent 

that collaboration is not easy but that problematic aspects or the pro 

cess can be identified and given sufficient time and determination  

revolved. What follows is a brief rundown of two of the more serious 

difficulties a work-study team is likely to encounter. 

Goals. A given of any group of people working together is that the 

goals being pursued range from broad program goals to the individual and 

.personal goals of participants and that while certain objectives are 

formally stated and are ostensibly pursued, unstated and/or divergent 

goals may be receiving most attention. Our work-study' teams were no 

exception; at' least three sets of goals were being pursued: program, 

team, and personal. This variety of goals and objectives offered a good 

test'of the resiliency of the collaborative model. 

The work-study teams operated within the context of the goals of the 

project: i.e., bringine-the skills and knowledge of public school and 

university staff to bear on school problems, carrying out field-based 

research, and encouraging and assisting in teachers' professional 



development. Each work-study team developed a set"of formal objectives 

related to these overall goals. A prime source of difficulty.during the

 year was the frequently made assumption that all stated' team objectives 

had equal, positive support from team members. For instance, one team- 

objective was "to establish an operating pilot program in bilingual edu 

cation.". Though defined and approved by the team; this objective never 

reached ffuition because of within-team differences of opinion about the 

importance of having a true bilingual program rather than a program that 

treated English as the dominant; language. Team members did not have 

equal interest in establishing a bilingual program, and staff* and central 

 office support for the program was not as high for this project objective 

as .for majny others. 

Differenfes of opinion developed between school and university personnel

over the relative importance of objectives. Objectives of the 

English team were to "identify major categories of time expenditures in 

the teaching of English" and "suggest ways for making more effective use 

of this time." While team members generally agreed that these were -valu 

able, teachers viewed an objective concerning the preparation of English 

classes for the move to open space as far more important. From the u'ni-

versity staff's orientation, objectives directly concerned w'ith the 

improvement of teaching and curriculum'were far more important and more 

interesting. .Yet, for the teachers faced with handling the details of 

the move and classroom reorganization, the second objective was the more 

 important. 

The most difficult goals and objectives to assess and to deal with 

are what might be termed personal ones: obtain ext,ra things for my class 

room, find subjects' for my research., dominate colleagues, finance gradu 

ate school, show professors what schools are really like, protect my 

school from being taken over by outsiders, improve my ,teaching strate 

gies, solve individual students' problems, familiarize myself with recent 

scholarly research, improve my knowledge of life in the public schools,' 

dp rese'arch studies that'are of direct b'enefit to real students. While 



 OM issues involving goal conflicts can be decided by voting, rival 

goals will not necessarily disappear, nor will all participants support 

the voted-in goal. Thus an important aspect of collaboration is the 

awareness- of diverse'goals and of the.need to mesh goals' in positive, 

productive ways.la 

It is not always necessary or beneficial to resolve disagreement 

about goals, however. There is something to be said for'non-destructive 

diversity; often it serves to motivate, 'vitalize interaction, and organize 

priorities more than can agreement on distant", formal goals. Further 

more, individuals' separate goals^need not be exclusive. For example, 

wanting to conduct and write up a 'research project is not necessarily at 

odds with directly improving, classroom instruction. The teacher whose 

main goal is to obtain team money for classroom materials can be shown 

that there is more to buying materials than money, that there are methods 

.for evaluating the merits bf materials in advance, and that he or she can 

learn to conduct a sound-'evaluation of such materials in th'e classroom.. 

Trust and leadership. A-major part of working out goal conflicts 

lies not in changing the goals, but- in developing the trustf among team 

participants which will permit them to be forthright about their goals. 

Important to the development: of an atmosphere which fosters such trust 

and openness in the collaborative relationship is ca.refu.1 attention to 

the way in which discussion is conducted and leadership is exercised; 

Ideally, in discussions among team members'everyone speaks and is 

.listened to as an equal. It is best if problem areas are initially iden 

tified by school staff members and joint analysis of these areas is then 

conducted, by school and university people. Often such analysis leads to 

a more specific statement of the nature of the problem and the identifi 

cation of its many smaller discrete or contributing subproblems. This 

fcack-and-forth  analytic process is one of the most useful aspects of team 

meetings. Ultimately., the decision'to follow a particular course of 

action must rest with those working at the school site. 

Ideally, too, leadership is not fixed but'is determined primarily by 

the roles and likely contributions of participants. -That is, school 



staff members might be expected to take the lead in discussing the needs 

and achievement levels of their stuxtents, identifying programmatic defi-

 ciencies, judging the feasibility of new procedures or approaches in the 

classroom, and recognizing their own professional development needs. 

Similarly, university staff might, be expected to take the lead in pro-

viding relevant research data about identified problems', formulating, 
alternative approaches to solving problems, developing, and providing 

training in systematic planning for Implementation and evaluation of 

solutionT. 

During the first sessions of one of the work-study teams, a central 

office supervisor was in frequent attendance at meetings. He had the clear 

purpose of introducing a topic he felt worthy of the team's sttention. 

The university people accepted his proposed project as a reasonable con 

cern 'and. began talking and planning. School sta'ff members quietly and 

unenthusiastically accepted the project, but eventually went to the proj- 

ect director and' school principal to object to his proposal. The matter 

was brought up for discussion again in team meetings and was soon dropped, 

This unfortunate experience, which cost a great deal in terms of time and 

positive human relations in the team,   provided some early -and excellent 

lessons in collaboration. 'There was clearly an over-eagerness on the part 

of university people to assume.leadership, dominate the dialogue of the 

team, and too hurriedly seek commitment to action with a concomitant fail 

ure to seek out the true feelings tnd attitudes of the team members. In 

the factx. of such aggressiveness, and perhaps in fear of appearing uncoop 

erative to a central office supervisor, some group members were unwilling 

to assert themselves .in the team meeting. 

Some Ground Rules 

The year's positive experiences suggest that collaboration is possi- 

ble, but that the following ground rules must be accepted by both parties': 

1. Decisions -affecting the school community must be made by the 

public school staff members of the work-study team. 



2. Good te"Xm relations require adequate time to develop. 

3. Work-study team members need to be willing to assume new roles. 

4. Concrete, immediate school problems 'provide the best initial focus 

for collaboration. 

First, public school staff members must make the decisions that" will 

affect the school.community. Unlike the school staff, university staff 

members are at the school site and involved with projects for a' short 

time. They do not have a long-term personal or professional commitment 

to these specific students, parents, or each other. Furthermore, the 

school staff has a legal responsibility to fulfill certain state and local 

requirements concerning the education, health, and safety of children. Any 

projects proposed for the school must be evaluated,' particularly by school 

administrators, not only for their short-term experimental value, but also 

for their long-term effects. Even the most worthwhile-appearing project 

or decision.within the work-study team must be evaluated not only in terms 

of ,its goodness or soundness, but in terms of its impact on school faculty 

and community relations. It is imperative that the university staff keep 

these realities in mind. 

Second, good team relations require adequate time to develop. Prob 

lems of credibility and status, fear of opening one's professional prac 

tices up to scholarly scrutiny, and threats, to one's established reputation 

in the university or public school domain, all exercise their effects on the 

amount of collaboration that can take place. In dealing with this problem, 

there .is no substitute for time in which to develop mutual feelings of 

trust and security. 

Third, team members need to be willing to assume new roles. As far as 

most school people are concerned, a researcher, regardless of reputation, 

is 'an untested commodity in their world. And whether the view is correct 

or not, it seems to be a fact of the relationship that the university per- 
sonnel must participate in some manner in classroom life; at soae point 
they must be doers as well as talkers. 'On the other hand, the public 

school teacher has to become a seeker as well as dispenser of information. 

There has to be a willingness on the part of teachers to openVheir minds 

to new information, to feel a need for professional development and an 



acceptance of the idea that professional growth need not be limited to 

course work on a college campus, but can be obtained in their own work 

with their own students. 

Finally, the best start in collaboration is made through small steps 

that address concrete, immediate problems. The more successful and useful 

school projects undertaken during the year demonstrated that the work-study 

team's capability to do just this is one of its greatest strengths. Work 

on such, snail-scale projects facilitates the, realization of two. major pur- 

poses of the work-study team model: relating, in-service education to needs 

that teachers have identified and to provide a direct means for university' 

pecple to see real concerns of the schools and participate in classroom or 

field-based research. For example, the math teachers felt that students 

lost some of their math skills during summer vacation. Because, of the per 

ceived loss, teachers were devoting a large portion of instructional time 

dur.ing the'early fall months to reteaching skills of the previous year. 

However, research data suggested* that such' apparent loss might be restric 

ted to certain types of math achievement such as computation; that is, the' 
data showed a decrease in certain types of math learning and not in others. 

Once alerted to information indicatin that loss in math skills was more 
likely related to specific areas of math: achievement, the teachers became 

concerned that they were spending more time on reteaching than was actually 

necessary—and losing instruction time for new math skills. With the 

assistance of university personnel, math measures were designed and admin 

istered during the spring and fall; results indicated that there indeed 

was much less loss of math skills over the summer than previously thought 

or anticipated. Teachers then requested that the tests be-revised on the 

basis of' the research. It may be, on the basis of the results of these 
revised tests, th^at vacation "loss" can be isolated to specific topics or 

levels of math achievemerit and that teachers may then revise tjie instruc 

tional program so as to spend less time on general reteaching. It is 

this kind of concrete ^issue or problem, which entails study and, discussion 

of the details of classroom life, that should be the focus of work-study 

team dialogue and problem,solving. 



Limitationg of the Work-Study Team as. a Model 
for Collaborative Problem Solving 

Some of the limitations of the work-study team as a collaborative, 

model hive already been suggested. First, the team requires a long period 

of time to develop adequate working relationships, trust, and credibility. 

Teams' are not likely to succeed if ventured into as relationships of a 

month or two in duration. Second, teams are not all alike; their capacity 

for handling competing, conflicting ggals and for planning and carrying 

out plans' seems to be a function of the blend of personalities within the 

team. Third, as a means of staff development, teams so far seem best suited 

to addressing the obv-ious needs of school staff and have a limited*capa 

bility' for stimulating recognition of unperceived staff development needs. 

An indication of this seems to be the fact that the work-study teams had 

mare' success in the subject areas, dealing with concrete, academic prob 

lems, than they did in those areas .dealing with problems of a more ffec- 

tive nature. 

Limitations of a more practical nature include the work-study team's 

dependency on voluntary participation—which can lead to a changing, unsta-

ble membership and participation. Similarly, incentives for participation 

may not be strong enough if they are limited to the individual's desire for 

self-improvement and/or satisfaction with school. The physical distance 

between school and university'and the differing schedules and work c'on- 

  ditions of their personnel can influence the smooth functioning of the  

teams. Finally, a'way has not yet been found to -prevent easy disruptions! 

of team agenda by visitors or emergency administrative paperwork^both of 

which can quickly turn team sessions into, departmental- meetings. 

Conclusions 

The work-study team was introduced as a model for collaborative 

efforts toward school improvement, effective in-service education, and' 

field-based research. How well has the model delivered? We have evalu-

ated 'it in two steps assessing how well the teams functioned and how much 

change they have made. 



Same of the examples already cited indicate that the work-study teams 

functioned well - i.e. callaboratively. The open-space, mathematics, physi- 

cal education, and language arts teams had consistent participation; a year;- 

long productive existence; the commitment'of their members; and success in 

choosing and .attaining goals, For its part, the university staff had an- 

opportunity to assess the .practicality of.ideas and theories and to partici 

pate in a complete process from development of an idea to its becoming a 

part of school practice., 

the impact of .the W9rkaitudy teams in terms of change q? improvement 

in participants, students, programs, community participation, and district 
personnel has been only partially evaluated. 'The first year has certainly 

led to the development of ideas and suggestions for new directions in edu 

cational programs, the nature of in-service programs, and the identifi-

cation of some practical concerns for educational research. Many useful 

school projects were undertaken and completed, e.g., changes in the mathe 

matics curriculum, development of open space procedures, more individu- 

alization pf the physical education classes, and the use of team-teaching 

strategies in language arts. We do know that new instructional procedures 

(uses of curriculum, testing, use of evaluation and research, and use of 

classroom spdce and resources) have been adopted. 

Plans for the second year include expanding evaluation of the work- 

study teams to include their impact on students (achievement, attitudes), 

teachers, university (pre-service and in-service programs), community 

(participation, satisfaction, knowledge of the school), and district (repli 

cation of the work-study team model, changes in curricula or instructional 

procedures). 

While the work-study team model was not intended to be a substitute 

either for scholarship and basic research or for intensive, long-term study 

and practice by teachers to develop their own professional competencies, 

it does seem to hold promise ,as a model for strengthening the ties between 

the school and the university. Our experiences suggest that we can antici 

pate a rich year ahead in the' further development of this model and other 

models for school-university 'collaborative efforts. 



Because we intended to introduce orfe promising model for collaboration, 
many specific details of the actual organization and implementation of the 

work-study teams in the school where we worked have been omitted. For those 
readers who may find the model appealing, we have drawn up a set of guide 

lines for developing a work-study team. These guidelines follow. 



IS A WORK-STUDY TEAM FOR YOUR SCHOOL STAFF? 

YOU should have a problem or cluster of problems shared by at least three 
people working in the same school. If you, your colleagues, the students, and 
the community are.content and perceive no important problems, you don't -need a 
work-study team, 

THE problem should have the following characteristics: 

- Be specific and concrete enough to be capable of solution. ("How to moti-
vate kids," for "example, is much too general; "how to keep the lowest third 
of the students in your reading glasses engaged and learning" is about the 
right, level of specificity.) 

- Be beyond your current capacity to solve without assistance. 

- Be of a reasonably practical nature, that is, capable of being solved or 
minimized. 

- Be recognized as an important problem by those most directly affected. 

- Be substantial enough to require at least a significant part of the school 
year to resolve. (Briefer efforts are not worth the trouble of developing 
the complex working relationships involved in a work-study team.) 

- If solved, improve the education or the educational opportunities of 'the 
students in your school.  

DO you or others involved think you already have a solution to the problem? If 
so, you may wish to organize a work-study team to deal with the problems of 
implementing your solutionon a trial basis and evaluating your efforts. 

CAN the problem be solved in any easier, less time-consuming, more direct, and 
less costly manner? In particular, can it be solved by: 

- Hiring an expert as a short-term consultant to help you find a solution? 

- Holding a series of planning or action meetings on the problem? 

- Reading a book or article on how others have dealt with the problem? 

- Enrolling in a course or undertaking some other kind of formal study? 

ARE the necessary outside resources available tb be incorporated into your 
work-s,tudy team? (If the- nearest specialist on hearing problems 'is 200 miles 
away and too^busy to work with, you, a work-study team-that needs this- exper 
tise is not viable.)



HOW DO YOU START A WORK-STUDY TEAM? 

SPEAK, informally with persons who will need to he a part of the team, present 
the problem as currently understood, demonstrate your interest and the
interest of others in collaborating an a solution, and size'up the'degree of 
their enthusiasm. 

IF this informal review shows widespread interest, identify 3 to 7 of the most 
interested, excited, committed people to serve .on a work-study team planning and 
organization committee. (Don't exclude any really interested people, but don-'t 
seek out hesitant or lukewarm supporters at this stage.) Let each member of this 
comnittee accept responsibility for leadership, initiative, and effort in their 
own defined areas of responsibility. For example, one person might, interview 
possible university collaborators; another might talk with 'the principal and 
appropriate,members of the central office staff; another might work on budget and 
sources of funds, etc*. Do'not take the. next steps without reasonable confidence
that you will be supported. 

DRAFT a tentative agenda for the work-study team, emphasizing its tentative 
nature; encourage others to add to it. 

- List Uie major tasks.- 

- Put these tasks on >a dime line to indicate the extent of sustained effort 
called for. 

- List "What's in it for -." (List teachers, students, university 
professors, community volunteers - all whom you expect to serve on the work- 
study team and all whoin-ycru expect to be directly .affected by it.) 

List "What it will take from -." (List teachers, etc., as before, 
so that everyone will see what kind and scale of effort is required arid 
can judge whether he or she. is willing to expend the energy.) 

- Revise the- agenda-as necessary to get participation.  

DETERMINE what sort of outside, expertise you will need.  

- Make appointments with nearby specialists from the central office, local uni 
versities, or other agencies. (Mail your preliminary documents In advance.) 

- Discuss with them how td get the expertise you need. Are there books or 
papers you should read and study? Are there courses you should _take? Are 
there experts you should consult regularly? Are they. 'will in* to' consul* 
with you from time to time? 

GET clearance for the project and access tb the resources you will need. 

- Get clearance first from your principal. -Request either released time to be, 
made available to those most involved or extra pay for work after school 
hours. If you wish to donate your time, be sure to point out'that you are- 
making this investmentand ask for help in getting the other resources you 
need to carry put your work. 

- You will find the essential resources, are usually small, at least in the 
beginning. Once you have a success to show for your low-budget efforts, you 
will be in a stronger position to seek funds elsewhere.  



BECOMING AND REMAINING EFFECTIVE

ATTEND closely to vital details. 

- Time -If key participants have trouble finding time to do what, is required- 
of them, consider this a most serious problem and address it directly. Do 
whatever ia necessary to get the tfime you need. For example, you might 
schedule common preparation periods for members of the work-study team, revise 
school schedules to leave the last period free for work-study team business, 
or ask administrators or substitut.es to cover classes for regular meetings. 

- Money -  If you truly cannot proceed witfl important parts of your work with 
out more money, assign someone to seek funds. This person should seek out 
funding sources at the. district, state, and federal .levels and may need the 
help of a grants expert. 

- Routines — Schedule regular meetings so you don't have to spend time at each meeting
setting the date for the next.

Prepare an agenda to focus attention; distribute copies before the meeting. 
Make the agenda short enough that all 'items can be discussed. 

Allow time on your agenda for periodically raising new, unscheduled matters, 
so the agenda doesn't wind Up running you. 

Keep records of the actions you've taken and your progress or lack of it. A  
work-study team notebook in which all decisions are recorded seems to b'e 
more useful than minutes from' every meeting. 

Establish team policy on matters that cone up repeatedly.

DISTRIBUTE leadership responsibilities and assign them clearly. Specialize! 

- If your work-study team ha« more than four; members, consider electing a 
 permanent chairperson or rotating chair responsibilities among members every 
month or quarter.  

- Regardless of vour decision to. appoint a permanent or rotating chairperson, 
you will need several task leaders (e.g., someone to arrange for consultant 
selection and visits, another to negotiate with administrators, still
another to order all materials needed for your  efforts). Appointing task 
-leaders helps distribute responsibility, saves time, and uses individuals' 
interests .and talents to advantage. 

- Once a task is assigned to an individual, set a date for completion and put 
a report from the task leader on your agenda. 

DO what you can to maximize everyone's incentive to participate. 

- In addition to the basic incentive of intrinsic satisfaction, college cred 
its and/or district salary increments can frequently be arranged for 
ambitious projects. 

Quit when you've accomplished your objectives. If there is more business at 
hand, organize another team to go after it. The reshuffling will permit those 
who are tired to sit-one out, will guard against staleness, and will encourage 
fresh, enthusiastic involvement. 
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